Application note

Applicability of novel high-throughput targeted
genotyping by sequencing technology for
agricultural biotechnology
Introduction
The high-throughput targeted genotyping by
sequencing (GBS) technology from LGC,
Biosearch Technologies™ facilitates rapid
and simple interrogation of marker sets that
are relevant to the customer. The complete
workflow is available as a service, SeqSNP™
HT (high-throughput), and has been developed
to provide a fast, flexible and economical
genotyping offering that is applicable to the
agrigenomic community. The single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) content of this technology
is completely customisable, and it is suitable for
large population screening (>2,000 samples).

The service workflow involves an automated
rapid 2 hour DNA-to-library protocol, prior to
sequencing on the Illumina next generation
sequencing platform.
Here we demonstrate the performance that we
achieved using this technology in conjunction
with plant populations. Using maize, we
illustrate the suitability of this exclusive
technology for the agrigenomic sector for
applications including genomic selection and
germplasm profiling.
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Materials and methods
Plant materials and DNA purification
Maize (Zea mays) leaf punches were obtained
from individuals of the F2 progeny of a number
of self-fertilised F1 individuals (F0 was B73
and Mo71, seed courtesy of USDA GRIN)
using Biosearch Technologies’ BioArk™ Leaf
collection kit. DNA purification was performed
using sbeadex™ chemistry (Biosearch
Technologies) on an extraction robot. DNA
quality and quantity was checked in a subset
of purified samples by visualisation on agarose
gels and quantification using a fluorometer.
Panel design and oligo pooling
A panel of 4,500 maize targets were selected
from a 55k genotyping array (Ganal, 2011),
and the sequence information (.BED file
format) for the individual SNPs or insertion/
deletions (indels) was submitted into design
software. A SeqSNP HT panel was developed
for 3,906 targets, with typical amplicon
lengths of around 150 bp; short amplicons
are preferable to ensure robust performance
on DNA of varying quality. The primer library
was synthesised and subpooled with 480-960
targets per subpool. Subpools A (480 targets)
and B (576 targets) were combined for a total
of 1,056 targets, and a concentration matrix
of DNA (1-50 ng) and primers (1, 2, 3, and 4
µM) was run to determine the most appropriate
DNA concentration to use for maize and to
quality check (QC) the primers.

Targeted GBS
All extracted maize DNA samples were
interrogated with the optimised target-specific
primer pool (multiplex PCR) to generate
amplicons. A short indexing step was then
performed to attach a unique combination
of indexed adapters to each amplicon pool
(sample). This indexing process facilitates high
sample multiplexing on a single sequencing
run and after this step, the sequencing-ready
libraries are complete for each sample (total
2 hours). Next generation sequencing (NGS)
was then performed on the Illumina platform.
Concordance with other genotyping
technologies
For a subset of 29 SNPs that demonstrated
variation in the maize samples tested, KASP™
genotyping assays were designed and
synthesised. These KASP assays were then
run across 96 maize samples on the SNPline
PCR genotyping system, using standard
61-55 °C touchdown cycling conditions, in
1.5 µL reactions in 1536-well plate format.
Results were analysed using Cartesian
(cluster) plots in Kraken™ software,
our proprietary Laboratory Information
Management System (LIMS). Genotyping calls
for each sample for each SNP were compared
between the SeqSNP HT technology and
KASP, and a percentage concordance was
calculated.
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Results and discussion
Panel design

Panels for other species (data not shown)
achieved even more favourable design
success rates, including strawberry (5,000
desired targets chosen from 8,146 successfully
designed) and wheat (5,000 desired, 5,145
targets successfully designed).

When we request SNP target information from
our customer, we routinely ask for a surplus
of potential targets. This surplus enables
smoother achievement of the desired number
of targets by minimising the need for additional
communications between us during this
phase. Of the initial 4,500 targets for maize,
viable primer design was achieved for 3,906
targets, giving a design success rate of 87%,
and meeting the customer’s requirements for
number of targets. These 3,906 targets were
used for development of the maize panel.

The maize targets used in the panel are evenly
spread across all ten maize chromosomes as
shown in Figure 1. Within each chromosome,
the targets with design success are also evenly
spread across the bases on each chromosome,
demonstrating no bias in the targets for which
viable primers were designed.
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Figure 1. Even spread of targets in maize panel design. The 3,906 maize targets for which primer design was successful are evenly spread across the 10 maize
chromosomes. Within each chromosome, the successful targets are distributed evenly across the length (Mbp) of each chromosome.
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Targeted GBS
Good results were achieved from preliminary
Illumina sequencing runs (1,056 targets)
with 5, 10, 25, and 50 ng concentrations of
maize DNA (data not shown); 10 ng was
determined as the optimal concentration to
use. Lower concentrations of DNA (1 and
2.5 ng) did generate viable sequencing
reads, but the quality of data was impacted in
terms of read depth, calling rate percentage,
and uniformity. Uniformity is defined as the
percentage of SNPs with a depth greater

than or equal to 20% of the mean depth.
Biosearch Technologies typically performs a
concentration matrix to determine the optimal
DNA concentration for your species before
proceeding with your service project.
A uniformity plot for maize (using 10 ng DNA)
is shown in Figure 2, with a range of primer
concentrations, for 1,056 targets. Over 80%
uniformity was achieved, with no linkage of any
particular SNP across samples. The primer
concentration determined as optimal was 1 µM.
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Figure 2. Uniformity plot for the SeqSNP HT kit with maize DNA. 10 ng of maize DNA was used with five different primer concentrations for a subset of 1,056 targets.
A uniformity of over 80% was achieved.
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The specificity plot shown in Figure 3 illustrates
the percentage of reads that were mapped ontarget for a subset of 96 SNPs. These values
are reasonably consistent across the SNP
subset, with over 66% of the 96 SNPs having

over 70% of reads suitable for genotyping.
The calling rate percentage for the 1,056
subset of targets, with 10 ng DNA and 1 µM
primers was 96% (± 0.009%, n = 6 x 96-well
plates, 3 operators, 2 days).
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Figure 3. Specificity plot for a subset of 96 maize SNPs. This plot shows the percentage of reads for each SNP that were mapped on target, and were therefore suitable
for genotyping.

Genotyping concordance with alternative
technologies
Concordance of results for the SeqSNP HT
service with KASP genotyping chemistry
was 95.59% ± 4.14% for the 96 samples
tested, across 29 targets. Concordance with
KASP for the 29 targets, when run across
96 samples, was 96.76% ± 7.25%. Figure 4
illustrates the high concordance between the
two technologies for the 29 targets; over 75%
of the targets demonstrated greater than 98%
concordance.
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Figure 4. Genotyping concordance between SeqSNP HT service technology
and KASP genotyping chemistry. This illustrates the concordance rate (%)
between the two technologies for 96 samples across 29 targets. Mean
concordance was 96.76% ± 7.25%. Individual concordance rate (%) values
for each of the 29 targets are detailed around the edge of the image;
a perfect circle would indicate 100% concordance for all targets.
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Figure 5 shows an Integrative Genomics
Viewer (IGV; Robinson, 2011) plot and
corresponding KASP genotyping cluster plot
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for one representative maize target of the
29 used in the concordance study.
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Figure 5. Corresponding IGV plot and KASP genotyping cluster plot for an individual maize target. This maize target is a C:T SNP located on chromosome 4 where
100% concordance was achieved between the two technologies for this target. On the left is the IGV plot, with the maize genome sequence running across the top.
KASP primers for this SNP are shown in the middle section, and SeqSNP HT service traces for a number of the 96 samples are shown stacked in the bottom section.
On the right is the KASP genotyping cluster plot for this SNP target, generating using the same DNA samples. Three distinct genotyping clusters are shown: genotypes
T:T in red, T:A in green, and A:A in blue. Black data points represent no template controls (NTCs), and pink data points are uncallable. Below the cluster plot is a plate
layout showing the genotyping calls for each of the 96 DNA samples.
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Conclusions
In this application note we demonstrate a high
primer design success rate, thorough and even
genome coverage, and a high percentage SNP
calling rate for maize, all of which are indicative
of the suitability of our high-throughput
targeted GBS technology for use with plant
applications. In addition, a very high genotyping
concordance with alternative chemistry is
shown, which provides confidence in the data
obtained. The SeqSNP HT service is ideally
suited to our agrigenomic customers who
routinely need to genotype over 2,000 samples
in a cost effective and efficient way, and
enables SNP content to be fully customisable.
Coupled with our competitive turnaround
times, this exclusive offering from Biosearch
Technologies provides a great opportunity
for the plant, aquaculture, and livestock
communities to facilitate genomic selection,
complex trait mapping, and SNP discovery in
line with their agricultural breeding objectives.
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